Occidental Gypsy pioneers an exhilarating blend of gypsy swing, jazz and
world music that enraptures the listener with a complex acoustic sound,
burnished by smooth vocals reminiscent of the first era of swing. »EPK

‣ “OG” has an original
approach to Gypsy Jazz that
pays homage to Django and
expands the genre to include
elements of western
(Occidental) sounds, including
blues, Klezmer and Latin.
‣ The quintet features Eli
Bishop on violin. Bishop
performs regularly at Lincoln
Center,” and enthralls
audiences as the current
Guinness Book of World
Records fastest clapper.

OCCIDENTAL GYPSY
HAS PLAYED OVER 200
SHOWS IN 30 STATES
NW Djangofest, Seattle
Djangofest, Mill Valley, CA
Rhythm & Roots Festival, RI
Falcon Ridge Folk Festival, NY
Lowell Concert Series, MA
Green Mill, Chicago
The Old Town School, Chicago
Nighttown, Cleveland
The Triple Door, Seattle
World Café Live, Philadelphia
and Wilmington
‣ The Ark, Ann Arbor
‣ The Jazz Kitchen, Indianapolis
‣ SMDCA, Miami & many more…
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“I love Occidental Gypsy’s new CD 44070. The compositions
and arrangements are uniquely creative. They perform with
enormous heart and soul and have an original groove that is
definitely worth checking out. —DR. LONNIE SMITH

“immaculate musicianship ” —fRoots MAGAZINE, UK
“Song for Vrba is both a moving and exhilarating Feldman
original that celebrates the story of Rudolph Vrba. The track is
nothing less than spellbinding.” —NORTHERN SKY MAGAZINE, UK

“These guys have great
singing, fantastic guitar and
violin work, and high energy
originals that leave the crowd
crazy. An awesome band.
—DAVID BROMBERG

“sonic pleasures. More than
once, vocalist-guitarist Frantz
brought the large crowd to
near silence through the
warmth and openness of his
singing.
—CHICAGO TRIBUNE

“irresistible. Occidental

Gypsy’s rhythm section,
usually driven by the surging
rhythm guitar of Brett
Feldman, hit one irresistible
rhythmic groove after
another, “hot” was the best
applicable adjective.
—LA TIMES DON HECKMAN
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